
THE SPARTAN MILITARY

The Spartan army stood at the center of the Spartan state, citizens trained in the disciplines and honor of a warrior
society. Subject to military drill from early.

The front row presented a barrier of shields locked together, from which a long line of spears protruded.
During the 6th and 7th century the Greeks reached their population limits and in an extraordinary event sent
their surplus population abroad. Sometimes the guard was more concerned about the Helot slaves trying to
flee the camp than about an attack from the rival army. One such episode related to an encounter in BC, when
an entire Spartan garrison surrendered after being afflicted by enemy arrows. Later, Greeks believed a body of
Dorians under Cresphontes invaded the country from the Northern Greece or Macedonia, establishing control
over Peloponnesia. Sparta was a city-state in Ancient Greece, and because of its army, it was one of the most
powerful, especially from the 6th Century B. Ancient Spartan Warfare The ancient Greeks found protection in
natural citadels, or poleis, where they could defend themselves from raiding neighbors and pirates.
Nevertheless, the austere Spartan army was forced to adopt mixed tactics in the future that involved archers
and other missile troops; but most of the archers were probably mercenaries employed from Crete. In the
Golden Age of War defeated armies were not massacred; they fled back to their city and conceded superiority
to the victors. The story about how Spartans and Thespiae, who are often neglected defended the pass at
Thermopylae for 3 days against what against a massive Persian army 2 million according to Herodotus,
although probably around 70, â€” , by modern estimations has been told countless times. Nick Sekunda
examines this unique military machine in this book describing the organisational systems of the Spartan army
through the Hellenistic period, how they were trained, the battles they fought, and the society that produced
them. Exhibited at the British Museum. Furthermore, interestingly enough, from the societal perspective, child
marriage was forbidden by the Spartans, which in turn increased the average marrying age of women to late
teens or early 20s. Military of the Spartans â€” The Demanding Agoge â€” Source: Sparta Reconsidered The
agoge was the Spartan regimen that combined both education and military training into one rigorous package.
Each shield protected the left side of the man holding it and the right side of the man next to him. Spartan
warriors were also known for their long hair and red cloaks. One measure of the Spartan reputation for
courage and nerve was the pace with which it proceeded: Its army would draw close to enemy lines more
slowly than their rivals, always following the steady rhythm set by the flutes. They were subjected to continual
physical, competitions which could involve violence , given meager rations and expected to become skilled at
stealing food, among other survival skills. By the time, the boy grew up to be 12, he was known as the
meirakion or youth. By the time of the Second Peloponnesian War, the Spartans even trained hoplites from the
helot ranks. It was largely an infantry whose soldiers, or hoplites carried a spear, a short sword and a bronze
shield made in a figure 8. In any case, the militaristic ways of the ancient sometimes categorized as warlike
Dorians by ancient authors soon fetched them dominion over the populace of Messenia, and as such Sparta
boasted some 8, sq km of territory in lower Peloponnese â€” which made their polis city-state the largest in the
8th century BC timeframe of Greece. As such, he was credited with a myriad of initiated amendments that
applied to a vast range of society-based actions from marriage, distribution of wealth and land, constructing
houses, and even sexual conduct. The Spartan phalanx, a tight military formation usually eight men deep,
would then begin its advance, lances raised, in time with the music. No great philosophers would ever arise
from Spartan culture the way they did from Athens. The Spartan military had entered its long slow decline,
eventualy their once cutting edge ancient weapons and tactics were even eclipsed. By the late 6th century, the
Spartans aided the Athenians in getting rid of their tyrants, while also bearing the brunt of the Persian invasion
at the Battle of Thermopylae circa BC. Four lochoi formed a mora of men under a polemarchos , the largest
single tactical unit of the Spartan army. One could be demoted from Spartiate status for a number of reasons
such as cowardice in battle or the inability to pay for membership in the syssitia. In the next few decades,
Sparta, in spite of losing to Tegea in a frontier war, boasted its potent military â€” often heralded as the
strongest land-based force in all of Greece. The Spartans rarely did anything revolutionary in Ancient Greece
when it came to combat, but the constant training, the focus on perfection and the athletic prowess meant the
Spartans did everything exceptionally well. Because of this, commerce had become uncontrollable, leading to
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the complete ban of commerce in Sparta. Practised Manoeuvres Ruins of Ancient Sparta among olive trees.
Military tactics were simple, with lines that were eight to 12 men deep fighting to their right, then to their left.
They carried light weapons and formed a daunting defensive and scouting force at the front of the convoy. For
example, at the Battle of Thermopylae circa BC , the Greek forces possibly had around 7, men. Spartan
Military Culture From this environment was born the Spartan war machine, the era's pinnacle of heavy
infantry tactics.


